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1. Introduction
Thank you for your purchase of this Prosine Sine
Wave Inverter.  As a high quality, true sine wave output
inverter, you can expect exceptional performance and
years of dependable operation. The true sine wave AC
output from the inverter ensures all AC loads operating
from the unit perform efficiently and correctly. Since
these loads were designed to operate from true sine wave
voltage, you can expect these loads to operate the same
as if operating from grid/utility supplied power. In some
cases, the true sine wave output from the Xantrex inverter
is even superior to the power supplied by your utility
company.
To get the most out of your Prosine  Inverter, carefully
read and follow the instructions in this guide. Pay special
attention to the Important Safety Instructions and to the
CAUTION and WARNING statements found
throughout the manual and on the product. Please retain
all packaging.
Should you have any questions before, during, or after
installation, please contact Xantrex.
Phone: 1-800-670-0707, 1-408-987-6030 (direct)
Fax: 1-800-994-7828, 1-604-422-2756 (direct)
Email: customerservice@xantrex.com
Web: www.xantrex.com
1.1  Prosine Inverter Key Features

The Prosine Inverter utilizes advanced high frequency
switching technology in the power conversion process.
The circuits are similar to those used in power supplies
for computers and other electronic equipment. This
technology offers several benefits:
• Light weight: for easy installation

• Totally silent: for quiet operation
• High surge capability: for “hard-to-start” AC loads
See Section 10 (Specifications) for complete product
specifications.
1.1.1 Inverter Function
When connected properly and the power switch is turned
to the (I) position, the inverter draws power from a battery
and delivers a true sine wave AC output voltage. If the
battery voltage is within the operating range of the unit,
the inverter will continue to deliver AC power to the
loads connected. High and low battery shutdowns will
engage if the battery voltage falls out of the specified
range of operation (10–16 VDC on 12 V models, 20–32
VDC on 24 V models).
1.1.2 Control Panel

The Control Panel displays operating information so you
can monitor the status of the Inverter and your batteries.

This panel can be removed and re-attached in different
orientations so the information is directed at you in the
most convenient fashion, for all recommended mounting

configurations. With the optional Interface Panel, the
display can be fully removed from the base chassis and
remotely located in the place of your choice (e.g. on the
dash of your vehicle).

1.1.3 Automatic Transfer Switch

Your Prosine Inverter may be equipped with a transfer
relay if specified prior to purchase. The transfer relay serves
two purposes: 1) allows the AC output of the inverter to
be wired into an existing AC system as a source of power
and 2) allows the Prosine Inverter to automatically
become the source of power should your utility source
fail.

When utility AC power fails, the transfer relay is de-
energized and the load is automatically transferred to the
inverter output within 20–30 milliseconds. With the
POWERSAVE feature enabled (recommended for
reducing standby power consumption), AC output from
the inverter may be delayed for up to 2½ seconds.  Once
AC utility is restored, the relay energizes and the load is
automatically reconnected to AC utility.

Identifying Models With Transfer Switches

1) Check the UPC code on the product box. Units with
transfer switches have UPC codes that end with these five
digits:

2) If there is an AC outlet on the front of the unit, it is
not equipped with an internal transfer switch.

3) For Prosine Inverters with hardwire connections, you
can identify whether your unit has an internal transfer
switch by removing the cover on the AC wiring
compartment and checking the label above the terminal
block inside.

If your unit has  a label similar to one of these two
labels, it has an internal transfer switch:

Units with this label do not have an internal transfer
switch:

i0001/0001ledoM i0081/0081ledoM

48016 48816

47016 47816

25016 25816

80016 80816

20016 20816

WARNING

Note that in ( ) (Bypass) position the front panel
switch does NOT turn off all voltages inside the
unit. This control only deactivates the AC
conversion circuitry. On AC hardwire/transfer re-
lay versions any utility voltage present on the AC
input terminals will be present on the AC  output
terminals.Please record the following information if you need

to contact Xantrex for servicing of the unit.

Serial No.: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Place of purchase: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Date of purchase: ___________________________

Xantrex Prosine Inverter Owner’s Manual
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2. Installation

This section contains instructions for installing the
Xantrex Prosine Inverter. After securing the unit and
making wiring connections, do not turn the unit on.
Proceed to the next section of the manual which  provides
operating instructions.

2.1  Requirements for Installation

Installation Regulations: Depending on the type of
location in which you are installing the Prosine Inverter,
there are different codes and regulations that the
installation must meet such as your national and local
electrical codes for residential installations. Other examples
of codes and regulations for North American installations
include:

• US Coast Guard and ABYC requirements for
installations on marine vessels

• RV Industry Association (RVIA), CSA, and UL
requirements for installations in recreational vehicles.

It is the installer´s responsibility to ensure that all
applicable installation requirements are met.

What You Need to Install the Prosine Inverter

You need the following tools and hardware to properly
install the inverter:

• wire stripper
• mounting screws/bolts (¼” or 6mm diameter screws)
• small flat blade screwdriver (for hardwire versions)
• small Phillips screwdriver
• wrench for DC terminals (½” or 13mm)
• AC wiring for hardwire configured models (see AC

wiring section for details)
• DC cables (see DC wiring section for details)
• Wire connectors and crimp tool for your DC cables
• AC and DC disconnects and over-current protective

devices (see section 2.4.1 for details)

2.2  Locating the Prosine Inverter

The inverter utilizes complex electronic circuits, and
although design precautions have been made for protection
of these circuits, they can be susceptible to damage from
use in extreme environments. The Prosine Inverter should
only be installed in a location that meets the following
requirements:

• Dry: do not allow water or other fluids to drip or splash
on the Prosine Inverter. Do not mount the inverter in an
area subject to splashing or dripping water or bilge.

• Cool: normal ambient air temperature should be between
0°C (32°F) and 25°C (77°F)—the cooler the better within
this range. Refer to the operating temperature information
in section 9 (specifications) for more details.

• Ventilated: allow at least 5 inches (13 cm) of clearance
all around the unit. Ensure the ventilation openings on the
unit are not obstructed. If mounting in a compartment,
ventilate with louvers or cut-outs.

• Safe: do not install the Prosine Inverter in the same
compartment as batteries or in any compartment capable
of storing flammable liquids such as gasoline. Do not
install the inverter in an engine compartment or other
location where ignition protected equipment is required.

• Dust-free: do not install the Prosine Inverter in a dusty
environment where either dust, wood particles or other
filings/shavings are present. These can be pulled into the
unit when the cooling fan is operating.

• Close to AC junction box: avoid the use of extended
wire lengths if possible.

• Close to battery/batteries: Avoid excessive cable
lengths but do not install the Prosine Inverter in the same
compartment as batteries. Use the recommended wire
lengths and sizes (see section 2.4.4). Also do not mount
the inverter where it will be exposed to the gases
produced by the battery. These gases are very corrosive
and prolonged exposure will damage the inverter.

• Protected from battery acid: never allow battery acid
to drip on the Prosine Inverter or its wiring when reading
specific gravity or filling the battery.

2.3  Mounting the Prosine Inverter

Before mounting the Prosine Inverter, test the chosen
location for adequate space around the unit to allow for
connections and ventilation. Mounting hardware should
be corrosion resistant and ¼” or 6mm diameter screws.
Your mounting system should be able to support three
times the weight of the inverter, which weighs
approximately 16 lbs (7.3Kg). The more clearance for
ventilation around the unit, the better the performance.
At a minimum, have 5” of free space on all sides of the
inverter.

To mount the Prosine Inverter

1. Mount the Prosine Inverter on either a horizontal or
vertical surface (such as a bulkhead) using the
mounting holes provided. For secure, permanent
mounting, use all eight mounting holes. To meet
regulatory requirements, the inverter must be
mounted in one of the three orientations shown.

CAUTION

The Pro  sine Inverter is designed to be
permanently connected to your DC electrical
system. When Configured as an AC hardwire
version, the inverter is also designed to be
permanently connected to your AC electrical
system. To ensure adherence to proper electrical
wiring regulations, all wiring must be done by a
certified technician or electrician.

WARNING

Review the Important Safety Instructions found
at the beginning of this manual and read this
entire section, paying particular attention to the
CAUTION and WARNING statements, before
proceeding with the installation.

Figure 1. Approved orientations for
inverter mounting
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2. Remove and re-attach the front panel depending on
the orientation of the base unit itself. For example, if
the unit is mounted on a vertical surface, you may
want to remove the panel and attach it so it is again
readable horizontally. This can be done by removing
the four screws, taking the panel out of the housing,
rotating the panel and reattaching the panel to the
base unit. Be sure to re-install all four screws.

3. The front panel can also be remotely located away
from the base chassis. Simply remove the panel
from the face of the unit, install the interface panel
option (purchased separately) and connect the 30
ft. (9 m) extension cord. The cord can then be run to
the location where the panel is to be mounted, and
attached to the panel. The unit can now be controlled
and monitored from the location of your choice. Do
not remotely mount the display panel without
purchasing the Interface Panel option and properly
installing this panel on the inverter. The Interface
Panel significantly reduces radiated interference
generated along the length of the cable, decreasing
the chance of resulting interference with other
equipment.

2.4  Wiring the Prosine Inverter

For units equipped with an AC outlet:

If your Prosine Inverter is equipped with an AC outlet
on the front, then you will be mainly interested in the
DC wiring instructions that follow (section 2.4.4). Once
your DC connections and ground wiring connection are
complete, the unit is ready to deliver AC power.

For AC hardwire versions:

If your unit is equipped with an AC hardwire terminal
strip, (with or without transfer relay) then the following
AC wiring instructions are important for you to read
through. When hardwire configured, the inverter
manages all AC power and therefore must be wired in
between any utility connection and distribution panel.

As a starting point for the wiring instructions, here is a
brief summary of the wiring sequence for hardwire
configured inverters. Please thoroughly read the
remainder of the wiring instructions (section 2.4.2)
which details each wiring step and follows the Input
and Output Protection section:

1. Ensure the ( /I) control panel switch is in the ( )
position. For those hardwire equipped models with
a transfer relay, connected AC source (INPUT)
power will be passed through the inverter making
the output terminal and connected wiring live. This
is the case even with the control panel switch in
the ( ) position so ensure all power is disconnected
at its source.

2. Connect AC input wiring, AC output wiring, Chassis
Ground, DC positive cable and finally, DC negative
cable in that order.

3. Connect each circuit to its source.

2.4.1 Input and Output Protection

In order to meet CSA, UL, and electrical code
requirements, the AC and DC inputs and outputs of the
Prosine Inverter must be provided with overcurrent
protection such as a circuit breaker or fuse, and with a
disconnect device, as follows: (note the “AC Input” and
“AC Output” information below only applies to units
equipped with AC hardwire terminal strips, not AC
output receptacle equipped versions).

DC Input:  Protection for the DC wiring (an inline fuse
/circuit breaker) is needed as close as possible to the
battery to protect the wiring from your batteries to the
Prosine Inverter. The current rating of this DC fuse or
circuit breaker must be large enough to allow the inverter
to operate your loads, but if the rating is too high,
electrical codes will require you to use larger DC cables
than you would otherwise have to. The fuse or circuit
breaker must be rated and approved for use on minimum
12V or 24V DC circuits as applicable by the model of
your inverter. Fuses or circuit breakers rated only for
AC service are not suitable for use on DC circuits and
may pose a hazard. The wire size used between the
Prosine Inverter and the fuse or circuit breaker must be
sized to match the fuse or circuit breaker´s current rating,
in accordance with the electrical codes or regulations
applicable to your installation (see Table 4).

AC Input:  The installation must provide over-current
protection for the AC input circuit. The circuit breaker
or fuse used must be rated and approved for use on
120VAC branch circuits for 120V models and for
230VAC branch circuits for 230V models. The wire
size used between the breaker and the Prosine Inverter
input must be sized to match the circuit breaker, in
accordance with the electrical codes or regulations
applicable to your installation. Refer to Table 1 for
sizing information.

WARNING

Fire and shock hazard. Make sure wiring is
disconnected from all electrical sources
before handling. All wiring must be done in
accordance with local and national electrical
wiring regulations by a certified electrician or
technician.

Figure 2. Control panel attachment

Xantrex Prosine Inverter Owner’s Manual
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AC Output: The circuit breaker or fuse used must be
rated and approved for use on 120V AC branch circuits
for 120V models and for 230VAC branch circuits for
230V models. The wire size used between the Prosine
Inverter output and the breaker, and between the breaker
and your loads, must be sized to match the circuit
breaker’s rating, in accordance with the electrical codes
or regulations applicable to your installation. Refer to
Table 1 for sizing information.

Disconnect devices:  Since circuit breakers can be
turned off and fuses can be removed from the circuit,
either type of device will also meet the requirement for
a disconnect device in each of the above circuits. Note
that the required disconnect device is not intended for
disconnection under load, it is only meant to be a way
to isolate the Prosine Inverter from the input and output
power sources.

2.4.2 Making AC Wiring Connections

Again, this section applies to those models configured
with an AC hardwire terminal strip. As mentioned
previously, your AC wiring must be sized to match the
current rating of the AC breakers you provide on the
input and output AC circuits in accordance with the
electrical codes or regulations applicable to your
installation. Table 1 is based on the U.S. National
Electrical Code (1999), the Canadian Electrical Code
(1998), and European wiring practices (for 230V
models). There may be other codes and regulations
applicable to your installation.

Note that there is no difference between the
recommendations for the 1000 and 1800 models. This
is because the bypass rating of these products is the
same (i.e. 15A for 1000 and 1800 and 10A for 1000i
and 1800i).

Figure 3 may be a useful reference as it illustrates the
AC wiring connection terminals for Prosine Inverter
models that are AC hardwire configured.

AC Wiring should be connected in the following order:

1. AC INPUT (source)
2. AC OUTPUT (load)

To make AC wiring connections:

1. The AC wiring compartment is located on the right-
hand side of the Prosine Inverter when looking at

the front of the unit. Remove the AC wiring
compartment cover to gain access to the AC terminal
strip inside.

2. Remove the knockouts from the cover of the wiring
compartment to create holes for your cable clamps
(see Figure 3).

3. Run the three conductor AC INPUT (source) wiring
through a cable clamp and into the wiring
compartment, via the knockout on the right side of
the front panel. Connect the AC INPUT ground wire
first to the ground terminal (ground symbol with
circle around it), and then connect the AC INPUT
line and neutral wires to the corresponding Prosine
Inverter AC input terminals. Refer to Table 2 for
typical colour coding and terminal identification.

4. In a similar manner, connect the AC OUTPUT
(load) wiring to the Prosine Inverter AC output
terminals (connect the output ground to the ground
terminal identified by the symbol with no circle
around it).  Terminal to wiring connections should
be done as shown in Table 2.

5. After wiring, double check and review all
connections to make sure the wires are in the correct
terminals and the terminals are tight (the
recommended torque is 7.5 in-lbs., 9.8 Nm).

Table 1. Circuit Breakers and Wire Sizing

Figure 3.  AC wiring terminals (hardwire versions only)

WARNING
Shock Hazard. Before proceeding further,
ensure that the Prosine Inverter is NOT
connected to any batteries, and that all wiring
is disconnected from any electrical sources.
Do not connect the output terminals of the
inverter to an incoming AC source.

LEDOM
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V42/21-0001
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Table 2. AC Terminal and Wiring
Identification
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AC Safety Grounding: During the AC wiring
installation, AC input and output ground wires are
connected to the inverter. The AC input ground wire
must connect to the incoming ground from your AC
utility source. The AC output ground wire should go to
the grounding point for your loads (e.g. a distribution
panel ground bus).

Neutral Grounding:

a) 120V models: The neutral conductor of the AC
output circuit of the Prosine Inverter is
automatically connected to the safety ground during
inverter operation. This conforms to National
Electrical Code requirements that separately
derived AC sources (such as inverters and
generators) have their neutral conductors tied to
ground in the same way that the neutral conductor
from the utility is tied to ground at the AC breaker
panel. For models configured with a transfer relay,
when AC utility power is present and the Prosine
Inverter is in bypass mode, this connection (neutral
of the inverter‘s AC output to input safety ground)
is not present so that the utility neutral is only
connected to ground at your breaker panel, as
required.

b) 230V models: There is no connection made inside
the Prosine Inverter from either of the line
conductors (line or neutral) to the safety ground.

2.4.3 Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters
(GFCIs)

Installations in Recreational Vehicles (for North
American approvals) will require GFCI protection of
all branch circuits connected to the AC output of the
hardwire terminal equipped Prosine Inverters. In
addition, electrical codes require GFCI protection of
certain receptacles in residential installations. While
the true sine wave output of the Prosine Inverter is
equivalent to the waveform provided by utilities,
compliance with UL standards requires us to test and
recommend specific GFCIs.

surge capability and frequent low input voltage
warnings and shutdowns.

These low input voltage warnings are due to DC voltage
drop across the cables from the inverter to the batteries.
The longer and narrower these cables, the greater the
voltage drop. Table 3 shows voltage drop per foot of
cable, at various power output levels.

For example, if the 1800 Inverter is 10 ft. from your
battery, is operating at 2000 watts, and is improperly
connected with #4AWG wire, then you can expect a
voltage drop per foot of 0.0506 V. Total cable length is
actually 20 ft., not 10 ft., since the cable length is
measured from the battery to the inverter and back.
Therefore, multiply 0.0506 V by 20 to get a total voltage
drop of 1.012 V. If your battery voltage is only 11.2 VDC,
then the actual voltage at the inverter is 10.188 (11.2
V–1.012 V) because of this significant voltage drop.
The Prosine Inverter will either be in low input voltage
warning or shutdown in such a condition. In high current
draw and surge situations, the unit may go into low
input voltage shutdown if the cables are too small and
too long.

Increasing your DC cable size will help improve the
situation. With cables sized correctly, and using a #0
AWG cable, your voltage drop will be 0.02 VDC
(multiplied by 20, you get a total voltage drop of 0.4 VDC).
This illustrates that at 10 ft. away from the battery and
with large cables, you can expect voltage drop. Again,
try to keep cable length to a minimum and use the
maximum gauge cable possible. Xantrex recommends
the following cables for optimum inverter performance
(apply to both 120 V and 230 V versions).

1000/12: #0 AWG or 55 mm2

1000/24: #6 AWG or 13 mm2

1800/12: #4/0 AWG or 110 mm2

1800/24: #2 AWG or 34 mm2

Also, use only high quality copper wiring and keep cable
length short, a maximum of 3–6 ft.

Xantrex has tested the following GFCI-protected 15 A
receptacles and found that they functioned properly
when connected to the AC output of the inverter:

2.4.4 Making DC Wiring Connections

Follow this procedure to connect the battery cables to
the DC input terminals on the Prosine Inverter. Your
cables should be as short as possible (ideally, less than
10 ft./3 m) and large enough to handle the required
current, in accordance with the electrical codes or
regulations applicable to your installation. Cables that
are not an adequate gauge (too narrow) or are too long
will cause decreased inverter performance such as poor

Xantrex Prosine Inverter Owner’s Manual
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Table 3.  Voltage drop per ft of DC cable
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Xantrex, in researching the requirements for inverter
use in different markets, provides the following table
that outlines the minimum DC cable size and maximum
fuse/breaker size allowed by different regulatory bodies
in the U.S.  There may be other codes and regulations
applicable to your installation:

To make DC wiring connections:

1. Before making any connections, route the positive
and negative battery cables directly to the DC
connection terminals on the Prosine Inverter. Slide
the plastic terminal connector covers (boots) over
the positive and negative cables (the red boot slides
on the positive cable and the black boot slides on
the negative cable). Do not route the cables through
an electrical distribution panel, battery isolator, or
other device that will add additional voltage drops

except for the required fuse or breaker on the
positive battery terminal. Install the inverter so that
the battery wire length is as short as possible. The
connectors on the Prosine Inverter are designed to
fit up to 250 MCM crimp-on ring terminals (either
AMP or ILSCO) or box connectors (these tighten
on connected cable using a set screw). Note, the
coloured terminal covers (boots) fit much better
with crimp-on ring terminals, and these are
recommended over the box connectors.

2. Neatly cut the cables to the correct length and strip
enough insulation to properly install the ring
terminals or connectors. Attach the terminals to both
cables using the crimp tool recommended by the
manufacturer of the ring terminals. There must be
no stray wire strands protruding from the terminal.
Connect the terminal on the positive cable to the
positive battery connector (stud) on the inverter and
tighten with a wrench to a torque of 9–10 ft-lbs
(11.7–13 Nm). Test that the cable is secure and is
connected to the correct positive terminal.

3. An inline fuse between the Prosine Inverter and
the battery is required by regulations for all
installations. Again, refer to Table 4 for examples
of correct fuse sizing for some regulations. This
fuse protects your battery and wiring in case of an
accidental short circuit during installation of the
inverter or later damage to the wiring. The fuse
and fuse holder need to be installed in the positive
side of the DC circuit, as close as possible to the
batteries and within the distance specified by the
applicable installation code. Ensure all other power
and ground connections have been made to the
Prosine Inverter before connecting the DC cables
to the batteries.

4. Connect the cable from the POSITIVE connector
on the Prosine Inverter to the POSITIVE (POS  +)
terminal on the fuseholder. Observe the polarities
carefully while performing the installation and do
not reverse the polarities. Route both cables before
making any connections.

5. Connect the DC NEGATIVE cable to the
NEGATIVE (NEG -) terminal on the battery. Next,
connect the cable to the negative terminal on the
inverter. The connection to the negative terminal
of the Prosine Inverter should be the last connection
made. A spark when making this final connection
is normal.

6. For residential installations, a DC wiring enclosure
is required to cover the DC connections. Contact
Xantrex or your distributor for this part. For non-
residential installations, slide the rubber terminal
boot covers up the cable and over the terminal
connections.

CAUTION

Clean battery terminals before making
connections.  Wear eye protection to keep
corrosion from coming in contact with eyes.

Figure 4.  Battery Connections

CAUTION

An inadvertent reverse polarity connection
may cause damage to the Prosine Inverter
and it will require servicing (internal fuse will
open). Before making the final DC connection,
observe polarities to ensure that the wiring is
correct.

WARNING

Make sure all the DC connections are tight
(torque to 9–10 ft-lbs, 11.7–13Nm). Loose
connections will overheat and could result in
a potential fire hazard.

Table 4. DC wire sizes and inline fuse requirements
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1  Based on ABYC Recommended Practice E-9, 75°C wire
2  Based on NFPA 70, Article 551, 90°C wire
3  Based on NFPA 70, Article 240 and 310, 75°C wire
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DC Grounding:

The Prosine Inverter has a lug on the rear panel labeled
Chassis Ground. This lug is used to connect the chassis
of the inverter to your DC ground as is required by
regulations for some installations. Depending on where
the Prosine Inverter is installed, follow the instructions
below that correspond to your installation location.

3. Prosine Inverter Operation

This section details how the unit functions as an
inverter, provides information on the control panel, and
describes operating limits for inverter operation.

3.1  Principles of Operation

The Prosine Inverter converts power from the batteries
in two stages. The first stage is a DC-to-DC converter,
used to raise the low voltage DC input to high voltage
DC. The second stage is the actual inverter stage, taking
the high voltage DC and converting it to a precise, true
sine wave AC output.

The DC-to-DC converter stage uses modern high
frequency power conversion technology that eliminates
the bulky, low frequency (50/60 Hz) based transformers
found in inverters using older technology. The inverter
stage uses advanced power semiconductors that provide
excellent overload capabilities.

3.2  Output Waveform

The AC output waveform of the Prosine Inverter is a
“true sine wave” with typically 1% Total Harmonic
Distortion (THD). Figure 6 illustrates the output
waveform from the inverter. This waveform is nearly
identical to your utility-supplied power and in some

cases where utility power is poor, the Prosine Inverter
delivers cleaner, more precise AC power.

There are many advantages of true sine wave over other
wave forms delivered by other inverters:

• AC powered equipment is designed to operate with
true sine wave.  Many loads will perform better
when connected to the Prosine Inverter.

• motor loads start easier

• reduced stress on surge protection circuitry within
the equipment means potentially longer equipment
life

Many advantages of true sine wave are also due to the
absence of the sharp-rising edges of waveforms
prevalent in either modified sine wave or square wave
inverters.  Some of these advantages are:

• reduced interference in audio or electronic
equipment, especially those that use less complex
internal power supplies

• significantly reduced in-rush current into capacitive
loads and reduced stress on the output devices of
the inverter, potentially lengthening equipment life

• motor loads generally operate cooler and quieter
without the extra harmonic distortion generated by
a modified sine wave.
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Figure 6.  True sine wave output (120 V
AC Model)

Figure 5.  Principles of Operation
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3.3  Control Panel

Once the Xantrex Prosine Inverter is properly installed
and connected to batteries, it is ready to begin delivering
AC power to your loads. The control panel is the
interface between you and the inverter. This section
describes the features of this panel and is followed by
other sections that contain inverter operating
information.

1. INVERTER /I: this switch turns the Prosine
Inverter either ON (I) or to BYPASS-state ( ). It is
also used to enable or disable POWERSAVE mode
during the power-up sequence. When in the ( )
position, models equipped with a transfer relay will be
in the BYPASS mode, where incoming AC power is
passed through to the load. The switch controls the
output of the inverter with models equipped with AC
outlets and does not control the output on hardwire units
equipped with the transfer relay option.

2. LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY (LCD): displays
input current from the battery and battery voltage
numerically. A multi-segment bar graph displays actual
output power in watts from the inverter when a load is
being operated.

3. MULTI-POSITION MOUNT: the control panel is
designed so it can be removed and re-attached to the
chassis in 90° increments depending on the mounting
orientation of the inverter itself.  The panel can also
be removed entirely from the unit and mounted
remotely, with the purchase of the optional Interface
Panel.

4. FAULT CONDITION DISPLAY: should a fault
occur, the error will immediately be displayed. An
audible alarm sounds and the back-lighting of the
display will flash to draw attention to the fault
condition (see Section 5.1).

To operate the Prosine Inverter:

1. Turn the unit ON by moving the rocker switch on
the control panel to (I) position. The following
information will be displayed (upon each power-up),
identifying the type and configuration of your Prosine
Inverter:

• Model number (1000 or 1800 watt)
• Input Voltage, Output Voltage and Frequency

configuration
• POWERSAVE mode OFF (factory set default)

Following the display of this information, the control
panel then defaults to the standard display information
of input voltage, input current and output power. When
a load is connected, the output power (watts) is
displayed in bar-graph form.

WARNING

Review the Important Safety Instructions
found at the beginning of this guide before
operating the Prosine Inverter.

Once the standard display screen is shown, the Prosine
Inverter is ready to deliver AC power to your loads.
You can now plug in a load to the front outlet of the
unit, or, for those hardwire versions, into an outlet
connected to the AC output of the inverter. The loads
should operate from the inverter as they would from
utility power. Section 3.5 explains the operating limits
for the Prosine Inverter.

3.4  Prosine POWERSAVE Mode

Your Xantrex Prosine Inverter has a function mode
called  POWERSAVE. This “sleep” mode shuts off
much of the power control circuitry of the inverter as
well as the display back-lighting, reducing the stand-
by current draw considerably. With this mode enabled,
the unit draws approx. 1.5 W while powered up but
with no load on the inverter. The  Prosine Inverter
detects the presence of a load by sending out pulses
approximately once every 2.5 seconds. Full output
power is available with the detection of a load. The
unit will remain in POWERSAVE mode if the load it
detects is less than 10 W for the 1000 model and less
than 20 W for the 1800 model. This is a factory set
search mode setting and cannot be changed.

You would want to enable POWERSAVE mode if the
inverter is only being used periodically to power loads.
This allows the inverter to draw less power from the
batteries during non-use periods. If the inverter is being
used frequently and your batteries are being recharged
during inverter use (e.g. vehicle alternator), or soon
after inverter use, you can leave POWERSAVE
disabled.

Your inverter is factory default set to POWERSAVE
OFF. To enable the POWERSAVE mode, follow these
steps:

1. Turn the Control Panel switch to ( ) position

2. Switch the unit back to (I) position. You will see
the power-up information sequence being displayed
as described previously.

3. When the Control Panel displays “POWERSAVE
OFF” turn the switch to ( ) position, wait for

Xantrex Prosine Inverter Owner’s Manual
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approximately three seconds, and then turn the
switch back to (I) position. “POWERSAVE ON”
will now be displayed during the start-up sequence
and when the normal state display appears, a small
pointer will be visible, indicating POWERSAVE
mode is enabled. Repeat the same procedure for
disabling POWERSAVE mode.

3.5  Inverter Operating Limits and
Protection Features

Power Output: The Prosine 1000 Inverter will
continuously deliver 1000 watts and the Prosine 1800
delivers 1800 watts continuously. The following table
displays the continuous and peak current ratings as well
as surge rating, depending on the model:

Each unit above will be able to operate all AC loads
rated at or below these power ratings. Some high-
horsepower induction motors used in pumps and other
motor-operated equipment require very high surge
currents to start and the Prosine Inverter/battery
combination may have difficulty starting these loads.
If you have problems with certain loads, ensure that
battery connections are solid, your DC cables are
appropriately sized, and that the battery is of sufficient
capacity and fully charged.

Input Voltage: The Prosine Inverter operates from an
input voltage ranging from:

10 to 16 VDC for 12 V models
20 to 32 VDC for 24 V models

Peak performance for these inverters occurs when DC
input voltage is in the range of 12 volts to 15 volts for
12 V models and 24 volts to 30 volts for 24 V models.
The Prosine Inverter will indicate high and low DC
voltage conditions as follows:

The over-voltage protection and shutdown protects the
inverter against excessive input voltage, should the unit
be connected to a higher voltage than it is designed for
(up to 35VDC—higher voltages may cause damage).
Low input voltage shutdown protects your battery from
being over-discharged. The inverter requires a manual
reset to re-start after shutdown from either high or low
input voltage. Turn the power switch to ( ) and then
back to (I) to re-start the unit.

Output Overload Protection: A short circuit may be
applied to the output continuously without damage to
any internal components. The Prosine Inverter will shut
down in less than five seconds when the output falls
10% below the nominal voltage as a result of current
limiting.

AC Backfeed Protection: Although the Prosine
Inverter has been designed to withstand incoming AC
at the AC output, this is only a safeguard and continuous
AC backfeed could lead to inverter damage. Avoid
inverter damage by double checking the AC input and
output wiring on hardwire configured models before
applying power and by understanding your source of
AC and where power from the source leads to (e.g. do
not plug a live extension cord into the AC outlet of the
inverter).

Input Reverse Polarity Protection: The internal
circuitry of the Prosine Inverter is protected by an
internal, 32 V, fast-blow fuse as follows:

This fuse is only replaceable by qualified service
personnel. In many reverse polarity conditions, this fuse
will protect internal circuits, however, certain high
voltage/current situations may cause internal damage.

4. Testing

The following simple test procedure should ensure that
the inverter is connected and installed properly.

To test the Prosine Inverter:

1. Double check all wiring terminals on the inverter
to observe correct polarity and secure connections.

2. Turn rocker switch to (I) position.
3. Observe the power-up sequence on the display. The

normal-state inverter display of input current and
input voltage should come up.

4. Plug a test load (e.g. a light bulb) into the outlet of
the Prosine Inverter. The load should function
normally. Observe the output power bar graph—it
should increase with load demand.

5. For hardwire and transfer relay-equipped versions,
plug a load into the AC output leg of the inverter
while input AC is available. Remove input AC. The
load should still operate normally. Replace the
source AC input power and again, the load should
operate normally, indicating proper installation and
function of the transfer relay.

6. Repeat test 4 or 5 with the inverter in
“POWERSAVE” mode.

7. The Prosine Inverter is now ready for operation.
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5. Troubleshooting Guide

This section describes potential installation and configuration problems and solutions, including fault conditions and indicators.

5.1  Fault Conditions and Indicators

The following fault conditions are displayed on the control panel along with an alarm sound and blinking LCD back-light.

The table below provides some troubleshooting tips:

noitacidnIlenaPlortnoC noitidnoCtluaF noituloS

NWODTUHSTTABHGIH hgihootegatlovyrettaB othctiwsgninrutybretrevniteseryllaunaM.metsysgnigrahcyrettabhtiwtluafrofkcehC ( (otneht) I .niaga)
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.retrevninodaolecudeR
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smotpmySdnasmelborP esuaCelbissoP noituloS

rewolroCDV0.01gnidaerlenaplortnocdnaegatlovtuptuooN
.)sledomV42noCDV4.02(

.nwodtuhsegatlovtupniwoL .elbacdnasnoitcennockcehc,yrettabegrahceR

.noitacidniegatlovon,egatlovtuptuooN (otdehctiwsretrevnI .)

.retrevniotrewopyrettaboN

noitcennocytiralopCDesreveR
.nepoesuflanretni—

(othctiwsrewopretrevnInruT I .)

.esufyrettabkcehC.retrevnIotgniriwkcehC

tcerroc(esufecalperdnakcehcnaicinhcetecivresdeifilauqevaH
.ytiraloptcerrocevresbO.)tinufoedisninodetonesuftnemecalper

rehgihroCDV0.61gnidaerlenaplortnocdnaegatlovtuptuooN
.)sledomV42noCDV0.23(

.nwodtuhsegatlovtupnihgiH egatlovyrettabtcerrocotdetcennocsiretrevnIehterusekaM

.metsysgnigrahcfonoitalugerkcehC

wolebrotacidniegatloV.emitehtllanogninrawyrettabwoL
.)sledomV42noCDV0.22(CDV0.11

.gniriwCDrooP

.noitidnocyrettabrooP

.snoitcennocdilosekamdnaelbacreporpesU

.yrettabwenesuroyrettabegrahC

WARNING

Do not open or disassemble the Prosine Inverter.  See Section 6 for instructions on obtaining service for the inverter.  Attempting to service the unit yourself may result in a risk of
electrical shock or fire.
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